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Summary. 

This report is the result of the work carried out at the Accelerator Physics group, 
Applied Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology. The 400 MeV 
electron storage ring EUTERPE (Eindhoven University of Technology Ring for 
Protons and Electrans) is under construction. The beamline between the pre
accelerators LINAClO (a 10 MeV linear accelerator) and RTME (10 -75 MeV 
RaceTrack Microtron Eindhoven) has been studied. The beamline guides the electron 
beam from the linac to the median plane of RTME using four dipoles (ML1..4) and six 
quadrupales (QLJ..6). Two quadrupales at the end of the line have incorporated dipoles 
for beam positioning. The four dipoles ML1..4 serve as a bending section. A kicker 
magnet is installed in the beamline for reasons of radiation reduction. This element 
kicks the beam off the axis, towards a slit, where it is stopped. This is done when the 
ion-optica! elements are set to the right values, to reduce the generation of radiation. lf 
a beam is stopped at a higher energy, that is inside RTME, more radiation is produced. 
The ion-optica! elements have been measured for comparison with the design. 
Moreover, simulations of the beam dynarnics have been carried out, using the 
computer codes COSY INFINITY and BANBA. Finally, a control mechanism for 
beam positioning is discussed. At the end of this report, an analytica! theory of 
quadrupale fields is presented. The measurements of the beamline elements gave the 
following results : quadrupales QLu have been found to match the design parameters 
as did the dipoles ML1..4 . Quadrupale Q~ showed the existence of a small octupole 
contribution to the quadrupole-field. Quadrupales QL5,6 showed a field-gradient 
deficit of about 1.5 T/m (15%). The incorporated dipoles of QL5,6 were found to have 
a beam translation ability of only 0.5mm. The beamline simulations gave results in 
agreement with the design. For graphical representation of the beam as it traverses the 
beamline, a computer code has been written. The beamline was calculated to have a 
very well established doubly-achromatic behaviour for energy deviations up to 3% : 
an on-axis electron entering the beamline with an energy deviation of 1% exits at a 
position of O.lmm off axis. Beam ellipse parameters have been calculated as a 
function of the quadrupale pole-tip fields. These results can be used to change the 
beam in phase-space in a predetermined way. The beam-positioning control
mechanism proved to be very fast. After one single iteration, the beam is centred 
within measurement accuracy. The quadrupale study, gives the opportunity to 
calculate the field-components in longitudinal direction of the quadrupole. These field 
components are important in the case of non-infinitely long quadrupoles. The theory is 
basedon solving Laplace's equation for the magnetic scalar potential using separation 
of variables and Fourier-analysis. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction. 

1.1 Outline. 

This is a report on a graduate study performed at the Accelerator Physics Group, 
Eindhoven University of Technology. In this study, a beamline between a linear 
accelerator and a racetrack microtron is the main subject. Measurements on optica} 
elements, beam dynamics and simulations are discussed. 

1.2 Euterpe project. 

The low-energy storage ring Euterpe (Eindhoven University of TEchnology Ring f~r 
Protons and Electrons) is under construction. In figure 1.1 a schematic lay-out of 
Euterpe is shown. The ring is to store 400 Me V electrons at a current of 200 mA. The 
ring contains 12 dipole magnets, 32 quadrupole magnets and 16 sextupole magnets 
and has a circumference of 40 m. Because stored electrons emit synchrotron radiation 
in the bending magnets, they lose energy. This energy loss is compensated by a 45 
MHz RF cavity. This cavity also accelerates the injected electrons from 75 Me V to the 
final energy of 400 MeV. Euterpe is mainly build for studying beam dynamics, 
generation of synchrotron radiation and training students in accelerating physics and 
technology [1] [2]. 

Electrostetic 
Septurn 

Euterpe 
400 MeV 

Superconducting 
i 

Undulotor 

Fig 1.1 Lay-out of Euterpe. 

In order to accelerate the electrons to 75 MeV for injection in the ring, two 
accelerators are used in cascade. First, the electrons are accelerated to 10 Me V by a 
linear accelerator: LINAC10. Second, a racetrack microtron is used to accelerate the 



electroos from 10 to 75 MeV: RTME (RaceTrack Mierotrou Eindhoven). The beam 
is transported from LINAC10 to the microtron by means of abeamline. 

1.2.1 LINAC10 

LINAC10 is a disk-loaded travelling-wave linear accelerator (linac) that produces 10 
Me V electron pulses and is powered by a magnetron. (See figure 1.2). 
Electromagnetic waves (Radio Frequency : RF), generated in the magnetron, are 
coupled into the linac. An electron gun releases electroos in the first part of the linac. 
The electroos are then accelerated by the EM-waves. At the end of the linac, the 
energy of the EM-waves not used to accelerate the electrons, is dumped into a load [3] 
[4]. 

I I I 

8 11 4 12 13 

Fig 1.2 Lay-out ofthe L1NACJO 
1) Pulse generator 2) Pulse shaping network 3) Magnetron 4) Vacuum 
window 5) Isolator 6) Lastjour solenaids 7) First steering coil8) Electron gun 
9)First solenoid JO) Second 3 solenaids 11) RF dump 12) Temporary isolator 
ring 13) Temporary Faraday cup. 

In table 1.1 the main parameters of LINAC 10 are listed. 

Table 1.1 Parameters of LINAC10 
Length [m] 
Pulse duration [:s] 
Pulse current [mA] 
Repetition frequency [Hz] 
Operating frequency [MHz] 
Expected energy spread FWHM [%] 
Magnetron power [MW] 
Filling time [Jls] 
Final energy [Me V] 

2 

2.255 
2.2 
40 
50, 100,150,300 
2998 
3 
2.2 
0.45 
10 



1.2.2 RTME : RaceTrack Microtron Eindhoven. 

The 10 MeV electrans from LINAClO, are accelerated to 75 MeV by the RaceTrack 
Microtron Eindhoven. RTME is a redreular accelerator mainly consisting of two 180° 
bending magnets and an accelerating RF cavity, se~ figure 1.3. In every turn the 
electrans are accelerated 5 Me V. After 13 turns the electrans are extracted. The energy 
then is increased by 65 Me V to 75 Me V. In order to centre the electrans on the optica} 
axis their position is detected by BPM's (Beam Position Monitors). Measurements 
and simulations have shown that closed orbits are obtained by rotating the bending 
magnets four degrees outward. As a final correction tooi, twelve small correction 
magnets are set to correct the electron trajectodes [5] [6]. 

IIEDIAN PLAN[ I/lEW 

I I I 
10 20 JO cm 

FRONT VIEW 

Figure 1.3 Lay-out of RTME 

Every 20 ms, LINAC10 produces an electron pulse with a duration of about 2 ps, each 
containing about 6000 separate bunches. Therefore the injection phase in RTME is 
important. The synchronisation of LINAClO and RTME restrains injection phase and 
frequency to narrow margins. In table 1.2 the main parameters of RTME are listed. 

Table 1.2 Main parameters of RTME. 

Magnet dimensions (lxwxh) [mm3
] 

Excitation current [A] 
Magnetic field sector 1 I 2 [T] 
Orbit separation [rnm] 
Gap sector 1 I 2 [rnm] 
Distance between magnets [m] 
Macro pul se duration [J..LS] 
Average macro pulse current [mA] 
RF frequency [MHz] 
Permissive Llli at injection [%] 
Finalenergy [MeV] 

3 

500 x 1500 x 450 
150 
0.51 I 0.60 
60.0 
20 I 17 
0.985 
4 
5 
2998 
1 
75 



1.3 Beamline. 

1.3.1 Design demands. 

In order to transport the beam from LINAC10 to RTME a transport line has been 
designed [7] [8]. This design was made consictering geometrical constraints, double 
achromaticity, 1-to-1 imaging, acceptance of the microtron and energy spread. The 
bending plane of the injection line is perpendicular to the median plane of RTME. In 
figure 1.4 the injection line of RTME is shown. In figure 1.4 QL1..6 represent 
quadrupales and ML1..4 50 degrees bending magnets (dipoles). Drift spaces in the 
injection line are named as Lu 1. Quadrupales QL5,6 contain incorporated dipole fields 
for beam correction purposes. 

4 

L1 Dz D3 

QL4 

H Linac :Ls Lw 

L6 L7 

D1 
ML4 ~ L9 L11 

RTME --+ 

Fig. 1.4 Schematic layout of the injection line of RTME. 

Geometrical constraints are explained as follows. The quadrupole triplet QLu was 
required to have a minimumlengthof 50 cm, because it has to bridge over an RTME 
bending magnet of RTME, which is 50cm wide. This resulted in a total design length 
of D1 = 75 cm. The bending section was required to overcome a height difference of H 
= 40 cm : the difference between the linac height and the median plane of RTME. 
Further, D2 is restricted to 67.4 cm. Finally, the quadrupole doublet is positioned in 
the remaining space. 
Double achromaticity is required to eliminate the dispersion effect 0f beamline
elements on the beam. In a dipole, an electron with a small energy deviation with 
respect to a partiele on the design orbit, exits with a non-zero angle. A configuration 
of four dipoles can be used to eliminate this effect, see figure 1.5. 

X' 
(O,D) (L.D, D) 
r---t' r----+ 

x 

.D) (L.D, 

Figure 1.5 Achromaticity in phase-space diagram. 
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This is a plot of the distance to the optical axis x versus the angle x' of the particle. In 
the figure La= L5 = Ls and is the drift between dipole 1 and 2 respectively between 3 
and 4. In the same figure Lt, = 4 + LQL

4 
+ ~ represents the drift space between the 

second and third dipole. In the thin dipole approximation the achromaticity can be 
explained as follows. 
A dipole both acts as a lens as well as a dispersive element. The first dipole moves the 
partiele out of the origin toa certain angle D. This because of the dispersive action D. 
The following drift space La moves the particles of the axis to x= LaD. The lens action 
P of the second dipole depends on the distance of the partiele to the axis x. This 
changes the angle to -PLaD. Then the remaining drifts and dipoles act to make the 
system complete. The important de mand for achromaticity now, is that the partiele 
ends up in the origin again. This means on the axis, with zero angle. This can only be 
the case if 

( 1.1) 
and 

p (1.2) 

This means that the lensstrengthof the dipole is dependant of the drift space Lt, only. 

1-To-l imaging is possible if the drift space La is chosen twice the focal di stance of 
the dipole: 

2r 
=2F= --. 

tan<P 
Here r represents the radius of curvature and cp bending angle of the dipole. 

(1.3) 

The acceptance of the microtron is the range for x/x' and y/y' of electrons injected in 
RTME that are properly accelerated. Electrons out of this range are lost during 
acceleration. The acceptance has been determined by simulations and is given in 
figure 1.5. 

X[nvn] 

Figure 1.5a Horizontal acceptance 
31 mm.mrad. 

Y[nvn] 

Figure 1.5b Vertical acceptance 
83 mm.mrad. 

Figure 1.5 Acceptance of RTME. 

Finally, the accepted energy spread of RTME is about 1%. LINAClO, however, has 
an energy spread of about 3%. In order to reduce radiation produced by non-accepted 
electrons, electrons out of energy range are stopped at a slit, positioned between ML1 
and ML2. In this way, an energy selection is made. 
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1.3.2 Design values. 

In the design the computer code TRANSPORT [9] has been used to optimize the 
characteristic values of the individual elementsof thelnjection line. In tables 1.2a,b,c 
these values are listed. L;ron is the real space length of the quadrupole yoke, a the 
aperture radius, Bo.optimum the optimum value of the pole-tip field, as calculated with 
TRANSPORT, Nloptimum the number of tum-amps corresponding to Bo.optimum. Lef! the 
effective length of the quadrupole and K( z)optimum the field gradient of the quadrupole 
also corresponding to Bo.optimum· The L;ron I a ratios are given as an indication of the 
quadrupole layout. 

a e .a eszgn va ues qua rupo es d ]'; bl 1 2 D . l l QL 1 .. 6. 

QLt Q~ QL3 QL4 QLs QL6 

Liron [mm] 35 35 35 15 15 15 

a [mm] 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 10.5 10.5 

L;ron/a 2.41 2.41 2.41 1.03 1.43 1.43 

Bo,optimum [Gauss] 361.99 -589.16 313.57 -196.77 -728.00 776.00 

Nloptimum [turn.A] 208 339 180 114 437 437 

Leff[mm] 50.0 50.0 50.0 30.0 25.0 25.0 

K(z)optimum [T/m] 2.50 4.06 2.16 1.36 10.0(*) 10.0(*) 

(*) These values are oot the optimum values, but the maximum calculated gradients 
possible in the space available to the quadrupole. 

MLt..4 QLs,6 

L.iron [mm] 68.42 15.0 

a [mm] 20 14.85(*) 

Bo.optimum [Gauss] 3573.86 108 (**) 

NI [tum.A] 4266 90 (**) 

L.eff[mm] 85.52 35.36 

(*) This aperture is an effective aperture. 
(**) These are maximum possible values 

The estimate of Lef! of the incorporated dipoles of QLs and Q4 can be explained by 
looking at the effective apertures of these dipoles. Since the incorporated dipoles of 
QL5.6 are constructed with four poles, these are not common dipoles. Therefore the 
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effective lengtbs can only be estimated using the effective aperture which is 

approximately a factor .fi larger in this four-pole configuration than the aperture a of 
the quadrupole. Lef! of the dipole is then estimated to scale with the same factor. The 

factor .fi is illustrated in figure 1.6. 

Figure. 1.6 Effective aperture a' of the jour-poled dipale and a of the quadrupole. 

Table 1.2c Design values drift Zen~ t 

Lerdcm] 

L1 22.0 

~ 12.0 

L3 15.0 

~ 11.0 

Ls 16.446 

4 6.723 

L1 6.723 

Ls 16.446 

LJ 7.5 

Lw 2.5 

Lll 18.382 

1.3.3 Kicker magnet. 

LINAClO is a souree of electron pulses. When adjusting optical elementsin the beam 
line, the electron bunches are preferably stopped in the most èarly stage, because then 
the energy is lowest and thus the produced radiation is lowest as well. In the beamline 
the energy of the electroos still is 10 Me V and this is the best place to stop the 
electrons. Downstream, the electroos are accelerated to higher energies and so the 
amount of radiation produced is higher, which is more difficult to handle. Because the 
only space available in the beamline was between Q~ and QL3, bere the beamstop 
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has been placed. 
When adjusting elements, the beam stop is put into place in the line, so that all 
electrans are stopped. This beam-stop cannot be positioned within 20 milliseconds, 
which is the time available between to electron pulses coming from the linac. The 
kicker magnet, powered at 20A, is able to kick the electrans off the axis in a very fast 
operation mode. These electrans will struck the slit between dipole ML1 and ML2, 

where they are stopped as well. The kicker magnet is a ferrite dipole magnet and is 
placed between quadrupale QL2 and QL3 as well. Perrite is used for its speed in 
following extemally applied magnetic fields. The time effects of building field-lines 
in this material can therefore be neglected. The operation of the kicker magnet is 
discussed below. 
lf no electrans are to be accelerated by RTME, the beam stop is in position. lf a 
certain number of electron bunches is required, the kicker magnet is activated and the 
beam stop is removed. In this stage, the electrans traverse the beamline until they are 
stopped at the slit. At a predestined moment between two pulses, the kicker magnet is 
deactivated, a certain number of electron pulses is let through, and the kicker magnet 
is activated again. The electrans struck the slit once again. lf no additional electron 
pulses are required. the beam stop is put back in position and the kicker magnet is 
deactivated. In figure 1.7 the setup is shown. 

LINAClO 

--~---~ 
~ ~y Slit 

Beamstop Kicker · \ / 

/\ 
Fig.l.7 Kicker magnet setup 

The kicker current of 20A is too high to power the magnet on a continuous basis. 
However, it has to be powered only a short time (0.5 s). This is the time needed for 
positioning or removal of the beam stop in the beam line. The beam stop is moved in 
a pneumatic way. 

1.4 Contents of this report. 

So far, the injection line design was discussed. This report contains the study of the 
ionoptical elements of the injection line using measurements and simulations. This to 
determine whether the design and constructions match. 
In chapter 2 , theory regarding ion-optics is presented. In chapter 3, measurements of 
the dipoles and quadrupales in the injection line and the kicker magnet are presented 
and compared to the design as presented above. Chapter 4 contains simulation results 
of the injection line using the computer codes COSY and BANBA. These results are 
compared to the TRANSPORT results, the computer code used to design the injection 
line. An extensive study of quadrupale fields for finding higher order effects using 
Fourier analysis of quadrupales is presented in the addendum. Finally, conclusions are 
given in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 Theory of ion opties. 

In this chapter first the matrix formalism of ion opties is discussed [10]. The matrices of the 
most important ion-optica! elements used in this report ( dipoles, quadrupoles, drift space) are 
derived. Second, an introduetion to the differential-algebra theory is given. This theory is 
implemented in the COSY computer code, used for simulations of the beamline in chapter 4. 

2.1 Matrix formalism. 

In order to describe the dynamics of a charged partiele in an ion-optica! system, first a co
ordinate system must be chosen. The optica! axis of the system (the path the reference partiele 
traverses), is represented by the z-axis. The two independent axes, perpendicular to the optica! 
axis, are represented by x and y. The xz - plane is called the horizontal and the yz - plane the 
vertical plane. The xz -plane is chosen such that it equals the bending plane of the system. In 
figure 2.1 the co-ordinate system is illustrated. 

y 

Figure 2.1 Co-ordinate system. 

In this co-ordinate system, a partiele can be represented by the six dimensional vector 

x 

x' 

y 

y' (2.1) 

l 

!lp 

p 

The individual elements of this vector are the distauces to the optical axis x and y, the angles 
with respect to the optica! axis x' and y', the position of the partîele relative to the reference 
partiele on the optica! axis l, and the relative momenturn to the reference partiele ~lp. In this 
way, a first-order matrix formalism can be constructed as 
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x x 

):;' x' 

y y 

y' = M· y' (2.2) 

l l 

~p /).p 

p 
Final 

p 
Initia/ 

The considered optical element changes the parameters of the initial partiele. After the 
element, the partiele is referred to as the final partiele. M is a 6x6 matrix and represents an 
optical element with its specific impact on the partiele traversing through this element. To 
visualise this impact, it can be presented in reai-space as well as in phase-space diagrams. In 
reai-space diagrams, x and y are plotted as a function of the optical distance z. In phase-space 
diagrams a partiele is plotted in an x versus x' or y versus y' graph. lf the angle or position is 
changed as the partiele traverses through the system, it then moves in both diagrams. 

Below, the most important optical elements are discussed. lf the angle x' (or y') is small the 
paraxial approximation holds. This is assumed in the following. Further, only first-order 
effects are considered. 

2.1.1 Drift space. 

A drift space of length L is considered. There are no forces present, so the partiele traverses in 
a straight line. In figure 2.2 this is visualised. The distance to the optical axis x is changed 
from x; at position Z; to x1 = x; + L-x;' at position ZJ- The angle to the optical axis remains the 
same so x';= x't- (The indices i andfrefer to the initialand final position). 

x X' 

X'· ... 
I : 

Xe 
X: 

~ Ze z x i Xe x 

a) Real space diagram b) Phase space diagram 

Figure 2.2 Real space and phase-space diagram of a drift space. 

The first-order matrix of a drift space of length Lis given by 
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1 L 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 L 0 0 
M drift= 

0 0 0 1 0 0 
(2.3) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

2.1.2 Lens action. 

An ideal thin lens changes the angle x' of the partiele as L1x' = -Px.x. The change in angle is 
proportional to the distance to the optical axis x ( or y). This proportionality constant is called 
the lens strength P. The matrix of a general thin optical element, canthen be written as 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

-Px 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 
M general,lens = 0 0 -P 1 0 0 

(2.4) 
y 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

where Px and Py are the lens strengtbs in horizontal and vertical plane. A general thick lens 
can be constructed as a combination of a drift, a thin element, and again a drift, or in matrix 
sequence : Mdrift - Mgenerai - Mdrift· Restricting ourselves to the horizontal plane and 
disregarding the relative position element l of the matrix, this gives 

Mthick,lens = ( ~ i ~) . [ -~ ~ ~I [ ~ ~ ~) 
0 0 1 0 0 1) 0 0 1 

[

1-P.l2 

= -P 

0 

ll + 12 -P.ll.l2 

1-P.l1 

0 n (2.5) 

Now we construct the matrix for a quadrupale using the equations of motion. An ideal 
quadrupale bas a constant magnetic field gradient K= a By I a x along the optica} axis. By is the 

magnetic field in y direction. For a charged partiele in a magnetic field the Lorentz force is 
given by 
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m x = -e·v·By = -e·v·Kx 
m y = e·v·Bx = e·v·Ky (2.6) 

Here, m is the partiele mass, e the elementary unit of charge, v the velocity of the partiele, Bx 
and By the magnetic field component in x and y direction ~nd x and y the time derivatives of 
the x and y position. Using z=vt, where t is the time variable, we find 

d 2x evK d 2x 2 --=---x=-v 
dt2 m dz 2 

' 
(2.7) 

or 

d 2x eK eK K 
- 2- =--x= --x= --x 
dt mv p Bp ' 

(2.8) 

where p is the momentum. In this way we get a differential equation both for horizontal and 
vertical motion : 

(2.9) 

In (2.9), the constant k? equals KI (Bp), where Bp is the magnetic rigidity of the partiele (See 
(3.6) ). For k? > 0 there is focusing in the horizontal plane and simultaneously defocusing in 
the vertical plane. Solutions for horizontal and vertical motion for a quadrupole of length L 
are given in matrix form: 

1 

[;J~"' 
cos kL -,;sinkL 0 

[x J = - ksinkL cos kL 0 . x' . ' 

0 0 1 /lp I p initia/ 

1 

[;/PL 
cosh kL ksinh kL 0 

[ y J = k sinh kL cosh kL 0 . y' 

0 0 1 I'J.p I p initia/ 

Comparing (2.1 0) and (2.5), the lens strength P= k sin kL for horizontal motion and 
P= - k sinh kL for vertical motion are identified. 

12 
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2.1.3 Dispersive action. 

A thin element with dispersive action D changes the angle of a partiele due to momenturn 
deviation as Llx'= Dx · ( iJp/p ). A thin dispersive elementcanthen be written in matrix form as 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 Dx 

0 0 1 0 0 0 
Mgeneral,dispersive = 0 0 0 1 0 Dy ' 

(2.11) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

where Dx and Dy are the dispersion in horizontal and vertical plane. A thick element is then 
represented by 

i ~J . [ ~ ~ ~J ·[ ~ ~ ~J 
01 001 001 

~ + ~ ~.DJ 
1 D . 

0 1 

The combined lens and dispersive action of an element can now be constructed as 

Mthick = [ ~ i ~J . [-; ~ ~J [ ~ ~ ~J 
001 001 001 

[

1-P.l2 

= -P 

0 

11 + 12 -P.l1.l2 

1-P.l, 

0 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Now we look at a dipale bending magnet, which has the above mentioned combination of lens 
and dispersive action. After deriving the matrix for the dipale we, as in the quadrupale case, 
again identify the lens strength P, and additionally the dispersive action D. 
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For a dipole magnet the equations of motion in horizontal and vertical plane are [ 1 0] : 

(2.14) 

where z is the optica! axis, the xz -plane the bending plane and the yz -plane the vertical plane. 
In (2.14) r0 represents the radius of curvature of the dipole and n the field index defined as 

Solutions in matrix form then are 

[;/PL = 

1-n 
with !l = - 2- • 

ro 

cos kz 

-k sin kz 

0 

..Jn 
cos -z 

IQ 

1 
-,;sin kz 

cos kz 

0 

..Jn . ..Jn 
sm -z 

IQ ro 

0 

k-2 
(1-cos kz) 

ro 

1 1 

r0 k 
sin kz 

1 

IQ • ..Jn 
-sm-z 
..Jn ro 

..Jn 
cos -z 

IQ 

0 

(2.15) 

[x J . x' 

/1p I p initia/ 

0 

0 . [ ~· J 
1 /1p I p initia/ 

(2.16) 

The matrices of a homogeneaus dipole (n=O) can be expressed in the bending angle q; and the 
radius of curvature r. The matrix for horizontal motion then reads 

cos cp r sin cp r(l- coscp) 

1 
M hom, dipole = --sincp cos cp sin cp . (2.17) 

r 
0 0 1 

In this case, the vertical motion is a plane drift space. 
Camparing (2.13) and (2.17), we see that the lens action of a homogeneaus dipole is given by 
P = ( 1/r)sinqy and the dispersive action by D = sinq;. 
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Any ion optical system, consisting of dipoles, quadrupoles and drift spaces can be described to 
first order in this way by multiplying matrices in reversed order : a partiele in a system 
consisting of three elements M1 - M2- M3 then is described by 

[ J [ -J 
x x 

x' = M3 . M2 . M, . x' 

/!,.pIp final /!,.pIp initia/ 

(2.18) 

2.2 Differential algebra. 

The Differential Algebra (DA) is used in ion-optics as a tooi to calculate higher-order effects. 
Ion-optical formalisms, as the matrix formalism discussed above, can be extended to higher
orders of calculations. Although there are no problems from a mathematica! point of view, the 
implementation in practice restricts these methods toa maximum calculation order of 3 to 5. 
These techniques have the disadvantage that they explicitly calculate derivatives in order to 
describe the physics of the system. A way to prevent this is the use of DA techniques [ 11]. 
This algebra is constructed in such a way that the higher-order derivatives of any parameter, 
dependent on its variables, can he found as an explicit multiplication. 

2.2.1 DA mathematics. 

DA is an application of the relatively new field of Non-standard Analysis, that allows the 
introduetion of arbitrary small quantities, called infinitesimals. The algebra uses structures 
denoted nDv, where n is the order of calculation and v the number of variables used. In this 
brief introduction, a restrietion to the simplest case of DA, the structure 1Dt. is made for 
reasoos of clarity. The actual performed calculations were done without this restriction. 

In the vector space R2, actdition and scalar multiplication is defined in the usual way : 

(2.19) 

Scalar multiplication t. (a0 , a1) = ( t.a0 , t.a1 ) (2.20) 

where a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 E 9\. The vector multiplication is defined differently as 

Multiplication (2.21) 

With this vector multiplication thesetof ordered pairs (a0 , a1) becomes an algebra0 , denoted 
1D 1• Comparison of this newly defined vector multiplication with the multiplication of two 
linear terms in a variabie x : 

(2.22) 

l) A veetorspace ~ becomes an algebra if addition, scalar multiplication and vector multiplication is defined. 
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shows that the new one is the same if the three following conditions hold : 1) constants a0 and 
b0 in (2.22) are seen as the first entry of the newly created vector-space, 2) the coefficient of 
the linear term in x is seen as the second entry and 3) only linear terms are preserved after 
multiplication. This means that we can interpret (2.21) as a multiplication where the square of 
the linear term is so small that it vanishes. · 
A property that is very important in this context is 

(0,1). (0,1) = (0' 0). (2.23) 

This property shows that (0, 1) can be seen as something infinitely small, so that its square 
vanishes. Therefore (0,1) is called a differential unit. The first entry of (a0 , a1) is called the 
real part, the secondentry the differential part. The inverse of (a0 , a1) is only valid if the real 
part of a number is not zero. From (a0 , a1 ) -I · (a0 , a1 )= (1,0) the inverse is found as 

(2.24) 

The result of the method above, is that differentiation becomes an algebraic problem. Where 
in the usual way the derivative of a functionfis defined as 

! '( ) = L" f(x+O) - f(x) 
x zm s: , 

0----)Û u 
(2.25) 

now, with ó = d= (0, 1 ), we thus obtain 

(2.26) 
and 

(2.27) 

where 9\ and D denote the real and differential part respectively. Thus, differential algebras 
are useful to calculate derivatives directly. In this way, the calculation of an analytical 
expression of the derivative, and inaccuracies of numerical techniques are avoided. An 
example of this technique in 1D 1 is given in appendix A. 

2.3 Conclusions. 

With help of the transfer-matrices of the drift, quadrupole and dipole, a beam can be traeed to 
first-order through anion-optica! system by sequentially multiplication of matrices. 
The Differential Algebra presented is able to calculate derivatives by explicit multiplications. 
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Chapter 3 Measurements on beamline magnets. 

To charactei'ise the beamline magnets, magnetic field measurements have been carried out. 
Further, the used computer simulations also require m~asured fields. In section 3.1 the 
experimental set-up, used for these measurements is discussed. In section 3.2 hysteresis 
curves, excitation curves and field maps of ML1..4 are presented. In section 3.3 the excitation 
curves, linearity and field gradients of quadrupales QLu are given. Measurements on 
quadrupale QL4 are discussed in section 3.4. The special quadrupales QL5,6 with their 
incorporated dipoles are discussed in section 3.5. Finally, results of the measurements on the 
kicker magnet are presented in section 3.6. In all sections, the results of these measurements 
are compared to the design values as presented in chapter 1. For a theoretica! study of 
quadrupoles, the addendum at the end of the report is referred to. 

3.1 Experimental set-up. 

The magnetic fields of the individual ion-optical elements were measured using an XY-table 
and a Hall -probe, see figure 3.1. 

D 
D Hall probe 

I 
XY- table 

PC Phydas system 

Magnetic element 

Figure 3.1 Experimental set-up for magnetic field measurements. 

The steering of the table and the measurement of the Hall-voltage is done using a PhyDAS 
computer system and a PC. The table is used to position the Hall-probe in the magnetic 
element that is to be measured. The probe is positioned with an absolute accuracy of 1 mm, 
and a relative accuracy of 0.05 mm per 0.30 m. The Hall-probe is calibrated with NMR 
(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) measurements. The co-ordinate system as used for these 
measurements is indicated in the figure. Although the table is referred to as XY -table this 
does not indicate the used co-ordinate system. 
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3.2 Dipoles MLt . .4 • 

3.2.1 Excitation curves. 

To know the applied magnetic dipole field at a eertaio cm-rent, field measurements have been 
done with varying current. Due to saturation effects, these curves are oot linear. The 
hysteresis effect of ML, is shown as an example in figure 3.2. The figure shows that the 
saturation is oot complete. The pole tip fields are in the order of tenths of a Tesla, which is 
oot near the value were saturation takes place, namely 1.5 T. 
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Figure 3.2 Hysteresis effect By(l) of ML1. 

In order to get a reproducible magnetic field when setting the current, first the dipole is 
excited at maximum current (200 A). Then the current is reduced to the required set point. In 
this way, the set point is reached, travelling on the upper branch of the hysteresis curve. This 
was found to be a reproducible procedure. The upper branches of the hysteresis curves with 
positive current were fitted with the fifth-order polynomial 

5 

B(l) = LD; .t (3.1) 
i=O 

for all dipoles. The fifth-order fit was chosen in order to get a random residual of the fit. In 
table 3.1, the coefficients D; of the fit (3.1) are given. 

~ bl 31 F iffi" if a e lt coe zczents o excztatwn curves d. l ML p__oe L4 

ML1 MLz ML3 ML4 

Do 62·19 63·17 68·31 65·83 

D, 22·40 22-49 22·39 22-46 

Dz 6.69·E-3 8.10·E-4 8.03·E-3 1.99·E-3 

D3 - 2.49·E-4 -1.58·E-4 -2.63·E-4 -2.03·E-4 

D4 1.66·E-6 1.16·E-6 1.72·E-6 1.53·E-6 

Ds -4.ll·E-9 -3.22·E-9 -4.25·E-9 -4.10·E-9 
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An example excitation curve is given in figure 3.3. The other excitation curves were found to 
be similar. 

u; :nn 
Cl) 
::I a :rol -:::::.. 
a:l 

1<XXl 

0 

0 100 1&> 

I [A] 

Figure 3.3 Excitation curve By(l) of ML1. 

3.2.2 Field maps and effective lengths. 

For simulation purposes, field maps By(x,z) were measured for all four dipoles, using the co
ordinate system of figure 3.1. As an example the field map of ML1 is given in figure 3.4. 
Comparison of design values of the effective lengths Lef! of ML1..4 to measurements is not 
possible, because only measurements on a straight line are possible. The partiele in a dipole 
field, however, traverses on a curved path. The effective length is determined as 

J B(s)ds 
L = 

elf B(s)max ' 
(3.2) 

where s is the traversed path. Therefore, the design values can only be checked by simulations 
of the partiele path, using field map measurements. In table 3.2 the simulated effective 
lengths are listed. Simulations were done with the computer code BANBA, see chapter 4. 

Table 3.2 Letrof ML1 . .4 

ML1 ~ ML3 ML4 
Leff[mm] 89.5 89.7 91.0 90.8 

Comparison with the design value of 85.52mm in table 1.2b shows a deviation of maximum 
6%. 
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Figure 3.4 Measuredfield map By(x,z) of ML1 at I= 167.1 A. 

3.3 Quadrupoles QLt .. 3 

3.3.1 Excitation curves of QL1 .. 3 

The quadrupale strengths are varied in order to change the beam dynamics. This is done by 
varying the current. As in the case of the dipoles, one must know how the field varies with 
varying current. Therefore the field-gradient K(l) is to be determined. (see section 3.3.3). 
Because of hysteresis effects, also the same procedure as used for the dipoles ML1..4 has to be 
applied to get reproducible results. A sample of the hysteresis effect is given in figure 3.5. 
The gradient Kis determined at the centre of the quadrupole. 
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Figure 3.5 Hysteresis effect K(l) of QL1. 
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All quadrupole excitation curves, (upper branch of hysteresis curves, positive current) are 
fitted with the fourth-order polynomial 

4 

K(l) = ~A; ·t. (3.3) 
i=O 

The coefficients of these fits are given in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Fit coefficients A; of the excitation curves 
if d l QL o qua rupo es 1 . .3· 

QL1 QL2 QL3 

~ -1.34·E-3 1.22·E-4 -1.86·E-3 

A3 9.98·E-3 -2.50·E-3 1.57·E-2 

A2 -2.73·E-2 4.3l·E-3 -4.67·E-2 

A1 1.32 1.27 1.32 

Ao 7.68·E-2 8.54·E-2 8.27·E-2 

3.3.2 Linearity of the quadrupoles. 

An ideal quadrupole only has a linear field component in distance to the optical axis x . In 
order to determine the quality of the actual quadrupoles, the field is examined as a function of 
radial distance x ; B(x). In figure 3.6a and 3.6b an example of a linearity measurement is 
shown. The data are fitted with a least square linear interpolation routine. The residual of this 
fit, then is an indication of the quality of the quadrupole. The quadrupole meets the design if 
the residual is random and within measurement error. 
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Figure 3.6a Linearity of quadrupale QLJ. 
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Figure 3_6b Residual of linear fit B( x) of QLs. 

From figure 3.6b we can conelude that the quadrupale is linear within measurement accuracy; 
the residual of the linear fit is random and within 4 Gauss, which is approximately the 
accuracy of the measurement itself. Apart from QL1 , the quadrupales QL2 and QL3 also have 
random residuals within 4 Gauss. 

3.3.3 Field gradients. 

The quadrupales can be characterised by measuring the field-gradient K = MB/Mx as a functi
on of the distance on the optical axis : K (z), if linear in x. From this the effective length Lef! 
can be determined as 

J K(z)dz 
L = 

eff K(z)max 
(3.4) 

The focallength F is found as 

B ·p F - o 
- K(z)max ·Lef! ' 

(3.5) 

where B0 ·p is the magnetic rigidity of the partiele given by 

B · p = -
1
- (T2 + 2TE ]X . 

o Zee o (3.6) 

In (3.5) Z is the atomie number, e the elementary charge unit, c the speed of light, T the 
kinetic energy of the partiele and E0 the rest mass energy of the partiele. For 10 Me V 
electrons (Z=1), Bo·p=0.033 Tm. In figure 3.7, K(z) of QLu are plotted. These measurements 
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were done at maximum current. (I= SA). 
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Figure 3.7 K(z) ofQLI . .J· o: QL1 0: QLz ) : QL3 at I= SA. 

In table 3.4 the measured characteristics of the quadrupales are summarised. 

T. bl 3 4 M a e easure d h if d c aracterzstlcs o qua l QL rupo es 1 . .3· 

QL1 QL2 QL3 

Lerr[mm] 48.0 48.0 48.0 

F [cm] 11.0 11.0 11.1 

K(z)max[Tim] 6.39 6.28 6.27 

N.I [Atums] 532 524 522 

100 

Camparing table 3.4 and table 1.2a, the effective lengtbs Lef! are found to be within 5% of 
the design value. The maximum quadrupale strengtbs of K( z) largely exceeds the required 
minimum (factor 2.6, 1.5 and, 2.9 respectively), so QLu are sufficiently strong. As an 
indicator of the focal capacity, the focallengths are given for 10 Me V electrons. 

3.4 Quadrupole Q~ 

3.4.1 Excitation curve. 

In figure 3.8 the hysteresis effect K(l) of QLt is plotted. The maximum difference in K of the 
upper and bottorn branch of the curve is 0.2 Tim. 
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Figure 3.8 Hysteresis effect K(l) of QL4 

Again, the upper branch of the curve with positive current was fitted with a polynomial as 
(3.3). The calculated coefficients are given in table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 Fit coefficients Ai of excitation curve QL4• 

Ao A1 Az A3 ~ 
QL4 9.06·E-2 0.98 -3.57·E-2 8.7l·E-3 -9.57·E-4 

3.4.2 Linearity. 

The measurement accuracy of 4 Gauss was sufficient to measure a non-linearity in B(x) of 
quadrupale QL4. In figure 3.9 the residual of the linear fit B(x)=K-x is shown. 
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Figure 3.9 Residual of linear fit of QL4. 

The residual of QL4 clearly is not random and a third-order curve can be noticed. This is a 
small octupole contribution (about 5·10-3 Gauss.mm-3) to the field, that can be explained by 
small positioning errors of the po les. 
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3.4.3 Field map and field gradients. 

For simulation of the injection line, field maps are used. Maps of ideal quadrupoles can be 
reconstructed from gradient measurements as discussed a~ove. The field By(x,y) is then found 
as 

By (x,z) = K(z)-x . (3.7) 

If a quadrupole is found to be non-linear, however, field linearity with x no longer holds. In 
this case, completely measured field maps are more accurate for simulations. The fieldmap of 
QL4 is given in figure 3.10. 

Figure 3.10 Field map By(x,z) ofQL4 at 1=5A. 

The effective length Leffof Ql ~ can be determined with (3.4). In figure 3.11 the gradient Kof 
QL4 is plotted as a function of the optical distance z. From this Leffis found to be 30.0 mm. 
This is in perfect agreement with the design value (also 30.0 mm). The maximum gradient is 
seen to be 4.5 T/m which is about three times the required strengthof 1.36 T/m, according to 
the design. From this, we can conclude that QL4 is strong enough. 
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Figure 3.11 K( z) of QL4 at 1=5 A. 

3.5 Quadrupoles Ql.s,6 with incorporated dipole fields. 

100 

Quadrupoles QLs and Qi.() are special quadrupoles because dipoles fields are incorporated 
(see chapter 1). First theseparate quadrupales and dipoles are measured. Then a combination 
of the two fieldsis made to find out whether the application of two fields simultaneously, can 
be found by simply adding theseparate ones. 

3.5.1 Excitation curves of quadrupoles QL5,6• 

Quadrupele QLs and Q4; are excited as a quadrupole. (incorporated dipoles are tumed off). 
Then excitation curves are measured. These are plotted in figure 3.12 The curves are fitted 
according to (3.3). Coefficients of these fits are listed in table 3.6. 
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Figure 3.12 Excitation curves quadrupales QLs,6 
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I: hl 3 6 Ft ffi . t 't ( 1 d l QL a e l coe czen s excz a wn curves o lj ua rupo e 5,6· 
Ao A1 A2 A3 ~ 

QLs 0.17 1.11 -1.42-E-2 2.31-E-3 -1.98-E-4 
QL6 0.19 1.18 -5.18-E-2 8.99-E-3 -6.20-E-4 

3.5.2 Excitation curves of dipoles QL5,6• 

In this case, the quadrupoles of QL5 and Q4 are tumed off. Only the dipole field is applied. 
The magnetic field is measured as a function of the current /. The curves are again fitted 
according to (3.1). The excitation curves are displayed in figure 3.13 and the fit coefficients 
are given in table 3.7. 
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Figure 3.13 Excitation curves dipales QL5,6 

I: hl 3 7 F ffi' a e zt coe czents A 1 jO excztatwn curves d' l QL zpo es 5 6· 

Do D1 D2 D3 D4 
QLs 3.97 20.53 -0.13 -7.11-E-3 -1.66-E-4 
Q4 4.51 19.95 -0.13 -5.40-E-3 -1.28-E-4 

3.5.3 Field map and field gradients of quadrupoles QL5,6• 

As before, for simulations purposes, field maps of the quadrupale fields were measured. From 
this the gradient K can be determined as a function of the optica! distance z. This determines 
the effective lengths Leff of the quadrupoles. In figure 3.14 the gradients of QL5,6 are plotted 
as a function of z. Leffis found to be 25.4 mm for QLs and 25.5 mm for Q4. Comparing this 
to the design values (25.0 mm), we see a deviation of 2%. The maximum gradient of K(z) of 
the quadrupales is about 8.5 T/m. The target values are 10 T/m. The original number of 
N/=437 was not reached, because of the limited space available for windings in the 
quadrupole. Therefore a forced trade off for both the number of dipole windings and the 
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number of quadrupale windings had to be made. The number of quadrupale windings was set 
to 49 and the number of dipale windings to 18. Furthermore, the quadrupale current was 
increased from SA to 8A, a number restricted by maximum allowed surface temperature of 
the coil. At 8A the surface temperature is about 45 degrees Celsius. 
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Figure 3.14 K(z) of quadrupale QLs,6· 

100 

The measured magnetic field By(x) z=O is compared with the results of the computer code 
POISSON [12]. After specifying the lay-out of the quadrupale and applied currents this 
program calculates the magnetic field in 2D space. In figure 3.15 the field-line pattem is 
shown. The magnetic field By(x) of this calculation is compared to the measurements and is 
shown in figure 3.16. 

Figure 3.15 Quadrupale simulation of QLs,6- The lay-out 
and calculated field-line pattem are shown. 
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Figure 3.16 Measurement ( o) and simulation ( -) ofthe magneticfield By(x) at z=O. 

The measured and simulated fields were fitted with a least square linear regression method. 
These field-gradients are given in table 3.8. The measured values are found within 4% of the 
simulated values. 

Table 3.8 Measured and simulatedfield-gradients. 
gradient K [Gauss/mm] 

Measurement 83.52 
Simulation 80.42 

3.5.4 Field map and effective length Lef! of dipoles QL5,6• 

The field of these dipoles are not quite normal, because the field is generated with four poles. 
To obtain as much information as possible of the these dipole fields, the complete field maps 
were measured. In figure 3.17 the map of QLs is shown at 1=5A. 

Figure 3.17 Dipalefield map By(x,z) ofQLs-
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The magnetic field By as a function of the optical distance z of QL5.6 in dipole mode is 
displayed in figure 3.18. This is the magnetic field By of figure 3.17 at .x=O. The effective 
lengths Lef! were calculated (using (3.2)) to be 33.7 mm for QL5 and 33.4 mm for Ql..ti. The 
estimated Leffis the design was 35.4 mm. So the results are within 6% of the design value. 
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Figure 3.18 By(z) ofincorporated dipolefields ojQL5 (•) and QL6 (±). 

The maximum angle 10 Me V electroos can be bent is calculated as 

</Jmax = 
LeJJ · B(z) max 

BoP 

and found to be 9.6 ± 0.1 mrad. 

(3.8) 

The measured magnetic field By(x) z=O is compared with the results of the computer code 
POISSON. In figure 3.19 the field-line pattem is shown. The magnetic field By(x) of this 
calculation is compared to the measurements and is shown in figure 3.20. 

Figure 3.19 Dipale simulation ofQL5,6· The lay-out and calculatedfield-line 
pattem are shown. 
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Figure 3.20 Measurement ( o) and simulatian ( -) afthe magneticfield By(x) at z=O. 

The dipole simulation deviates from the measurement almost 20%. The reason for this 
substantial deviation is not conclusive. The third dimension could have an effect on the 
results, because POISSON calculates only in two dimensions (z is left out). However, this 
possible effect does not occur when the quadis simulated as shown in figure 3.16. 

3.5.5 Simultaneously applied quadrupole and dipole field. 

lf no hysteresis effects were present, the separate dipole and quadrupole fields shculd be 
additive. However, the excitation of the two fields is done sequentially. Therefore hysteresis 
effects are likely to be found. In ordertolook into this, QL5 was measured, see figure 3.21. 

Figure 3.21 Quadrupale and dipale flux. 

First the quadrupole field of QL5 was activated (SA). The quadrupole flux is represented by 
big arrows in tigure 3.21. Then the dipole field (5A) is activated. The dipole flux is 
represented by small arrows in the figure. The magnetic flux due to the quadrupole field in 
pole PI and P2 is reduced when the dipole field is tumed on, because it is applied in the 
opposite direction. The original flux due to the quadrupole field in pole P3 and P4 is 
increased by the dipole field because bere, it is applied in the same direction. Because of this 
hysteresis effects are present. 
Now we can compare an addition of the two separate applied fields to the simultaneously 
applied field discussed above. In figure 3.22 the simultaneously applied field is plotted. In 
figure 3.23 the difference with the added fields is plotted. lf no hysteresis effects were 
present, this difference should be zero. However, figure 3.23 indicates, that there is a trend 
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visible. A small dipole contribution and quadrupole contribution is present. However, the 
magnetic fields are very small ( < 1 OGauss ), and so no visible effects from this will arise. 

Figure 3.22 Simultaneously quadrupale (8A) and dipale 
(SA) field applied to QL5. 

6 

4 

2 

-2 

1.5 

Figure 3.23 Difference M3y of separate added and simultaneously applied dipale 
and quadrupale field ( QL5). 
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3.6 Kicker magnet. 

The most important parameter of the kicker magnet is the time constant 't. This constant is 
given by 

L 
r=

R' 
(3.9) 

where L [H] is the self induction of the coil and R [.Q] the resistance. L was measured and 
found to be 0.30 ± 0.10 mH. As discussed in chapter 1, the time constant should be 
substantially smaller than 20 ms, so R=1.Q would satisfy. This means that in this case, we 
would require a 20V I 20A power supply, which is commercially available. 

The field map was measured at 5A, although the magnet in operation is powered with a 20A 
current. A 20 A current, however, cannot be applied long enough to carry out our 
measurements. lt would bum our coil. Therefore , measurements were done at 5A, and the 
results are scaled a factor four. In figure 3.24 the result is given. 
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Figure 3.24 Field map of kicker magnet at 5 A. 

The maximum bending angle l/J max at 5A was found to be 15 mrad for an electron on the 
optical axis. A particle, initially 5 mm of the axis, is bent over an angle off 13 mrad. 
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3. 7 Conclusions. 

The measured characteristics of the dipoles ML1..4 and quadrupoles QLu were found to 
match the design values. Quadrupole QL4 was found to be slightly non-linear; a small 
octupole-contribution of 5-10-3 Gauss.mm·3 exists. The resulting effect from this non-linearity 
is small, so it does not substantially influence the lens-action of the quadrupole. The 
measured characteristics of the quadrupoles QLs,6 also are in agreement with the design, with 
the exception of the lens strengths. Although the target lens strengtbs are not completely 
realised, they are made lJest as possible. The linearity simulation with POISSON of the 
quadrupoles QL5,6 was in perfect agreement with the measurements. Although the magnetic 
field-simulation of the incorporated dipoles of QL5,6 did not coincide with the measurement, 
the measured characteristics of these di po les agreed with the measurements. 
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Chapter 4 Beamline simulations. 

4.1 Outline. 

The beam dynamics of the beamline has been investigated with computer simulationso This 
was done using the computer codes BANBA [13] and COSY INFINITY [14] whit:h are 
generally discussed in paragraph 4020 The results of the COSY calculations are compared with 
those calculated with TRANSPORT in the design in 4.30 In 4.4 a control system for beam
positioning has been designed with BANBA. 

4.2 The computer codes COSY and BANBA. 

4.2.1 The COSY code. 

The COSY computer code is a Differential Algebra (DA) based code, which allows higher 
order calculations, see chapter 20 The code is written in FORTRAN and is accessed using the 
COSY programming languageo Several ion-optical elements are available in the included 
libraryo After specifying the ion-optical system and beam parameters, the overall transfer 
matrix of the system can be determinedo Intermediate beam parameters can be stored, so phase 
space diagrams and real space diagrams can be constructedo The graphics interface proved not 
suitable for the used V AX-VMS systemo For this reason, the calculated data were stored and 
processed afterwardso In figure 401 a flowchart is given that shows the successive steps to be 
taken in order to get resultso 

Ray.ini 

INJECToFOX COSY 

.......................... 
0 0 

0 • 

: lnject.cnf :-: ------------+f 
.......................... 

C=:> Program 

:::::::; Set-up file 

c::J Language file 

[=:J Data file 

Raysodat 

INJECToEXE 1+-----~:INJsetupodat 

PLOToEXE 

Text Editor 

Figure 401 Flowchart of actions for COSY calculationso 
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The program INJECT.FOX was written in the COSY language. This program contains the 
separate beamline elements discussed in chapter 1. The trajectories of electrons with different 
initial positions and angles through the specified system can be calculated. The data of the 
initial electrons can be entered in the program manually as well as in file-form. This file, if 
used, is named 'Ray.ini'. lnformation as calculation order, quadrupole strength variation and 
energy is read from the configuration file 'Inject.cnf'. While calculating, the current optical 
distance z, the distances to the optica! axis in the horizontal and vertical plane x and y and the 
angles with respect to the optica} axis x' and y', are written in the file 'Rays.dat'. 
The newly created data are processed using a program, written in PASCAL language : 
INJECT.PAS. This program uses the configuration file 'lnject.cnf' todetermine which phase 
space variabie is to be displayed in a diagram. lt then creates the plot-file named 'Cosy.plt' 
which contains the real space diagrams x(z) (or y(z)), and the plot-file 'Phases.plt' which 
contains the phase space diagrams x'(x) (or y'(y)) after every specified ion-optical element. 
These can be printed or converted to a specific format for insertion in a text editor. 
The COSY code is very suitable for creating the above mentioned real space and phase space 
diagrams. Moreover, the code is fast. Measured field maps, however, cannot be handled very 
wel I. 

4.2.2 The BANBA code. 

The BANBA computer code is under construction at the accelerator physics group. lt is 
continuously updated and revised. The program numerically integrates the equation of motion 
of a partiele in a magnetic field, 

d(mv) 

dt 
= ev xB V 

dx 

dt 
(4.1) 

in order to de termine trajectories of electrons. In ( 4.1) x denotes the spatial co-ordinates, v the 
velocity of the electron, e the elementary charge unit, m the mass and t the time. The entered 
magnetic vector-field B only has a non-zero z-component. The code is mainly developed for 
calculations in horizontal plane. However, calculations in vertical plane can be done for 
electrons which are close to the horizontal plane. Calculations in the vertical plane are done by 
estimating the x and y components of the magnetic field Bx and By. by determining the local 
field gradient of Bz in these directions. For integration a 4th - order Runge-Kutta metbod is 
used. For interpolation of the magnetic field a bi-cubic metbod is used [15]. Measured 
magnetic field maps can be entered. Because BANBA was not able to handle overlapping 
magnetic fields, the original code was changed to do so. This was necessary because the 
measured magnetic field maps of the beamline elements do overlap (see chapter 3). This 
change only slightly increased the overall calculation time. The BANBA code is very well 
suited for viewing the trajectory in the horizontal plane. lt is however, not very fast. 

4.3 COSY results. 

4.3.1 Phase space andrealspace diagrams. 

In the code INJECT .FOX, the beamline elements were entered. The strength of the 
quadrupales and dipoles were set to the design values, see chapter 1. The emittance of the 
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linac has been measured recently [16]. The beam size was found to be within 6 mm and a 
divergence of 5 mrad, if 90 % of the beam is captured. These values were entered in the 
COSY program as an initial beam. The trajectories resulting from these calculations are 
displayed in figure 4.2. The boxes with a cross inside, marked "Q" represent quadrupoles and 
the empty boxes marked "D" the dipoles. The width of the boxes is in agreement with the 
effective length of these elements. The height has no phyS'ical meaning. The axis on the right 
shows the distance to the optical axis in millimetres. 

Design Energy [MeV] : 10.000 3rd order calculation 
Beam Energy [MeV] : 10.000 

I-2_4_-S_E_P_-1_9_96_1_B_:2_9:_50_.4_B __________________ --j 6.0 

Plotted PS - Variabie : 1 
-6.0 

Figure 4.2a Beamline simulation of the injection fine ; horizontal plane x( z). 

Design Energy [MeV] : 10.000 3rd order calculation 
Beam Energy [MeV] : 10.000 

1-2~4--S~E:.::...P_-1:._9_96_1_8_:4_0:_26_.3_3 __________________ --i 1o.o 

Plotted PS - Variabie : 3 -10.0 

Figure 4.2b Beamline simulation of the injection line ; vertic al plane y( z). 

As expected, figure 4.2b shows that in the vertical plane y( z), the bending magnets (di po les) 
have no impact on the electrons : they act as drift spaces in this plane. The phase space 
diagrams of the beam in both horizontal and vertical plane, are shown in figure 4.3. The 
diagrams shown are of the beam as it enters and comes out of the beamline. 
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Figure 43 Phase space diagramsin horizontal (a and b) vertical plane(c and d). Diagram (a) 
and (c) show the beam prior to the injection and (b) and (d) after traversing the beamline. 

When the resulting phase-space diagrams in horizontal (figure 4.3b) and vertical plane (figure 
4.3d) are compared to the acceptance of the mierotrou (figure 1.5), we see that the larger 
fraction of the beam is accepted by the rnicrotron. 

4.3.2 Higher-order dispersion effects. 

To study the double achromatic behaviour, the energy dependenee of the positions x at the end 
of the beamline, and the phase-space diagrams of electroos with different energy have been 
calculated. In figure 4.4 the distance to the optica! axis x is calculated at the end of the 
beamline as a function of the energy deviation 6K. As expected from double-achromatic 
design, dispersion is important only when the energy deviation is large. After the energy 
selecting slit, the energy spread is reduced to 1 %. The maximum effect of this energy spread 
is an absolute deviation IL1xl = 0.01 mm. Without selection slit an energy spread of 3 % would 
give absolute deviation of IL1xl = 0.1 mm. From this we can conclude that the double 
achromaticity is very well established. 
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Figure 4.4 Dispersion effects in horizontal plane. Kis the kinetic 
energy of the partiele and K0 the kinetic design energy. The order 
of calculation was 5. 

The phase-space diagrams of electrons traversing the beamline with energy deviations of 1% 
and 3% of the design energy (10 MeV) respectively, are shown in figure 4.5. We see that 
electrons starting in the origin of the diagram (these are a non-divergent electrons on the 
optical axis), return to the optical axis, traversing clockwise through the diagram. The 
eventual position is within 0.1 mm to the axis for the 1 % deviating particle, and within 0.5 
mm for the 3% deviating particle. There is no dispersion in the yz - plane because the dipoles 
which only act in the xz -plane, are seen as drift spaces by the electrons. 
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Figure 4.5 Phase-space trajectory of electrans with 1 % and 3 % ( dashed 
line) energy deviation. The trajectory is traversed clockwise. Fifth order 
calculations have been carried out. 
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4.3.3 Beam ellipse parameters. 

A beam in phase-space can be represented by an ellipse, see figure 4.6. This ellipse is 
characterised by the four parameters V: 3, ( and ,. These parameters are related to the beam
size, beam-divergence, beam-rotation in phase-space and beam-emmitance as indicated. The 
emittance of the beam equals the area of the ellipse, which is conserved while traversing 
through the ion-optica} system (ellipse formalism). This area equalsB ,. 

X' 

Slope = -'t/ I 3 

x·int=fflfi 
Slope =-(I 3 

x 

Figure 4.6 Ellipse parameters of a beam in phase-space. 

When quadrupole-strength settings are changed, the beam is influenced. To determine the 
change of the four parameters V: 3 and (, the quadrupoles in the beamline have been changed 
separately in strength. According to Liouville's theorem, the emittance is conserved as 
mentioned above. This means that , is conserved. The phase-space ellipse has been calculated 
at the end of the beamline. The input beam equals the one in figure 4.3a,b. In figure 4.7 and 
4.8 the variation in V: 3, ( and , is plotted as a function of variation in the pole-tip field of 
quadrupole QL1..6, in horizontal and vertical plane. The , is plotted merely as a conservation 
check. In every graph, the curves have one co-ordinate point in common. This is the value 
corresponding to the beam as it leaves the beamline, with the quadrupoles set as in the design. 
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( .) : QL1, ( •): QL2, ( .... ): QL3, (0): QL4, ( 0): QLs, ()) : QL6. 
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Figure 4.8 Ellipse-parameters 'lt, 3, ( and , as a function of the variation in pole-tip fields in 
vertical plane.(a) 'ti()B), (b) 3()B), (c) (()B), (d) ,()B). 
( 11): QL1, ( •): QL2, ( .... ): QL3, (0): QL4, ( 0): QLs, ()) : Q4. 

In figure 4.7d and 4.8d the parameter , is seen to be constant within 0.5 % and 2% 
respectively. With the above curves, it is possible to change the beam in phase-space in a 
predeterrnined way. 
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4.3.4 Comparison with TRANSPORT results. 

The results of the beam-calculations of figure 4.2 can be compared with the results of 
TRANSPORT from the design. The COSY calculations were done up to fifth order. In the 
TRANSPORT calculation, the quadrupales QL5 and Q4 ·were set deviating from the design 
values. In figure 4.9 the beam envelope of the two different calculations (COSY and 
TRANSPORT) are shown. 
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Figure 4.9a Beam envelopes in horizontal plane, according to 
TRANSPORT (sofid fine) and COSY (dashed fine). 
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Figure 4.9b Beam envelopes in vertical plane, according to 
TRANSPORT (sofid fine) and COSY ( dashed fine). 

The agreement in vertical plane as well as in horizontal plane is within approximately 0.5 mm, 
which is a deviation of about 20 %. The shapes of the beam envelopes are in agreement. A 
deviating setting of the field strength of QLs.6 is found as a differently shaped curve at the end 
of the beamline in figure 4.9a. 
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4.4 BANBA results. 

4.4.1 Optimising current dipole ML1,2• 

The measured field maps, discussed in chapter 3, are now used to optimise the dipole currents 
of the beamline. The dipoles MLu and ML4 are powered by the same main current. The 
currents of ML3,4 can be changed by extra power supplies which are connected in series, 
which increase or decrease the main current. In this way, the dipoles ML3,4 can act as a 
correction tooi to position the beam further downstream the beamline. The main current of the 
dipoles is optimised such that the position to the optical axis x and the angle with respect to 
the optical axis x' are minimised at the position of quadrupole QL4, see figure 4.1 0. 

Figure 4.10 Optimising current dipale ML1 and ML2. 

A non-divergent electron on the axis is entered in the bending section and traverses the first to 
dipoles ML1,2 up to quadrupole QL4. The main current of the dipoles is varied. The position x 
and angle x' at QL4 are plotted versus the dipole current in figure 4.11 and 4.12. 
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Figure 4.11 Position x at QL4 as a fitnetion of dipale current I ML • 
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From the above figures, the optimal currents are determined. At a current of 164.1A the 
distance to the optical axis is found x=O. At a current of 162.5A the angle with respect to the 
optica! axis is found x'=O mrad. Because the optimised currents for position and angle do not 
coincide, the optimised current is to be chosen. lf the beam has a non-zero position at QL4, 

this quadrupole will not only act as a quadrupole, but also as a dipole. This would bend the 
beam away from the axis. lf the optimal current for position is used, the design orbit electron 
exits the quadrupole QL4 at an angle of about 12 mrad. However, the following dipoles ML3,4 

and the incorporated correction dipoles in QL5,6 are able to correct the position error due to 
this angle. Therefore the optimised current is chosen 164.1 A. 

4.4.2 Extension to RTME. 

The beam position on the accelerating cavity axis of RTME, is measured using Beam Position 
Monitors (BPM) [17] [18] [19]. BPM's measure the position with respect to the optical axis in 
both horizontal and vertical plane. The information of the BPM's is used to position the beam, 
see figure (4.13). 

~ x 

BPM2 RF Cavity 

Figure 4.13 Beamline - RTME combination. 

Right dipole magnet 
ofRTME 

To centre the beam on the optical axis of the RTME cavity, two different tools are of concern. 
First, the dipoles ML3 and ML4 are used to put the beam in the median plane (xz-plane) of 
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RTME. The correction currents for ML3 and ML4 (mentioned in 4.4.1), are used for correction 
of the beam-position if the beam is out of this median plane. Second the incorporated dipoles 
of QLs and QL6 are used to put the beam on the axis in the horizontal plane (yz- plane). 

First, the problem of getting the beam in the median plane, using the dipoles ML3,4 is 
discussed. A reference partiele first traverses the bending · section ML~,2 • In 4.4.1 the op ti mal 
current was found to centre the partiele at the axis at QL4. This is the main current of 164.1 A, 
to be applied to all the four dipoles ML1..4. However, application of this current to ML1..4 gives 
a non-zero positioned partiele at the end of the bending section ML1..4. In order to centre the 
electron again on the optica! axis with zero angle, offset currents have to be applied to the 
dipoles ML3,4. These have been calculated and found IoJJw.ML, [A]= -6.60244 A, and 

Ioff.vet,ML4 [A] =-5.40971 A. 

The correction currents are used to position the beam in the median plane, if the beam is off 
axis. A feedback mechanism is to be activated to centre the beam again in the median plane. 

The total currents is then made up by three different parts : 

I ML4 = I main + Io[f.<et,ML4 + M ML4 ' (4.2) 

where M ML are the correction currents for dipole ML3 and ML4 respectively. 
3,4 

If the position errors, detected by the BPM' s in vertical plane are small, the trajectory through 
the right bending magnet of RTME is considered a drift space. If the focusing capacities of the 
accelerating cavity of RTME are small and QL5,6 are tumed off, the figure 4.13 can be 
replaced by figure 4.14. 

X~ ~--------------B~~-Mr-l------B~~-Mr2---
Figure 4.14 Conditioned repfacement of figure 4.13. 

The focal length of the above mentioned cavity is about 5m. The distance from the cavity to 
BPM2 is about 20 cm. So this focusing effect is negligible. 
If the correction currents of the dipoles ML3 and ML4 are chosen properly, the beam ends up 
in the median plane (xz - plane ), or in co-ordinates : y=O. The aim is to construct a control 
matrix A, that adjusts the correction currents of ML3,4, when thè beam is out of the median 
plane. The correcting currents are to be calculated from the positions measured by the BPM' s. 

In matrix form this reads : 
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(4.3) 

where YsPMI,2 are the distauces to the optical axis as measured by the BPM's. Because YsPMI, 2 

is measured, and the correction currents M ML are chosen; ( 4.3) is better to use if rewritten as 
3,4 

(4.4) 

where the matrix B is the inverse of A : B =A·'. 

A small correction current applied to the dipoles ML3.4 results in a small position change at 
the BPM's. lf the change in position is small enough, the effect is linear. This enables us to 
construct a feedback mechanism to control the beam-position. The position-information of the 
BPM' s can be used to calculate the correction currents to be applied. An occurring change in 
position of the beam, can then be corrected by applying correction currents. For this the matrix 
A has to be determined. This can be done, starting from the situation that the electron is on the 
optical axis in the BPM's. lf a small correction current is applied to the dipole ML3, there is a 
small change in position at the BPM' s. So by putting 

(4.5) 

where the current unity is chosen arbitrary (e.g. one unit equals 1 OOmA), and using the 
corresponding measured positions at the two BPM' s 

(
YBPMI J (YBPMI J 
YBPM1 - YBPM1 measured ' 

(4.6) 

the first column of the matrix B is found : 

(
YBPMI J 
YBPM1 measured = 

(4.7) 

In the same way the second column of the matrix B is found : 

(4.8) 

To implcment this, the correction currents of ML3,4 were successively set to + 100 mA. The 
resulting position errors at the BPM's are given in table 4.2. 
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~hl 4 2 c l l t d a e a cu a e '( posz zons a tBPM' ML 'd s· 3,4 are varze , 
YBPMJ [mm] YsrM4[mm] 

)l3 = 1 OOmA, )14 = OmA + 0.332 + 0.598 

)13 = OmA, )14 = 1 OOmA + 0.533 +0.862 

The data in table 4.2 are used in (4.7) and (4.8) todetermine the matrix B 

and so 

- (0.332 
B- 0598 

0533) 
0.862 ' 

-1 (- 265506 16.41272) 
A= B = 18.41911 -10.2260 . 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

The correction currents to be applied can now be find by taking the negative value of (4.3). 
An example of the correction mechanism is given in table 4.3. The dipole currents of ML3.4 

were arbitrary set to deviate +0. 7 A and -1.35 A from the design currents. U sing ( 4.10) and 
(4.3), the currents were automatically adjusted in order to get position zero at both the BPM's. 

Table 4.3 The results of the feedback control system to put the beam in the median 
plane. The initia[ deviating currents were +0.7 A and -1.35 A respectively. 

Loop-number YsPMI [mm] YsPM2 [mm] )13 [A] )14 [A] 
0 -3.89098199 -6.05914895 -0.38609 0.97076 
1 -0.75678863 -1.07325569 -0.24782 0. 29643 
2 -0.05737693 -0.08153949 -0.01851 0.02230 
3 -0.00509416 -0.00739728 -0.00138 0.00182 
4 -0.00060037 -0.00086985 -0.00017 0.00022 
5 -0.00006516 -0.00009378 -0.00002 0.00002 
6 -0.00000792 -0.00001151 0.00000 0.00000 

The position error at the BPM' s is very fast compensated for. Within 3 iterations the beam is 
positioned in the median plane. The BPM' s only have a resolution of about 0.3 mm, so 
smaller deviations in position are not seen. 
When the beam is in the median plane the next problem is to get the beam on the axis of the 
cavity, see figure 4.15. 

z 

1 
x 

QLs,dipole QL6,dipole 

BPM2 RF Cavity BPMl 

Right bending 
magnetRTME 

Figure 4.15 Schematic top-view ofbeamline-RTME section. 
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In a similar way as described in the case of getting the beam in the median plane, the problem 
of getting the beam on the axis of the cavity is solved. The signal from the horizontal plane of 
the BPM's is needed in this case (x- direction). The incorporated dipales of QL5,6 are varied 
in strength. This produces positioning errors in both BPM' s, which are used to correct the 
dipale strength. This situation can be compared by the case that the beam enters the dipale 
QLs at a certain position off axis. It then has to compensate this position error. Again, the 
control matrix A is to be determined in 

( 4.11) 

To determine A, the inverse of the matrixBis used in 

(4.12) 

The unit current deviation is chosen lA. Implementing gave the results presented in table 4.4 

Table 4.4 Calculated positions at BPM's; QL5 6 are varied. 

YBPMJ [mm] YBPM4 [mm] 
)I3 =lA, )4 = OA + 0.332 + 0.598 

)I3 = OA, )4 =lA + 0.533 +0.862 

Using the calculated data in table 4.4 in (4.7) and (4.8) gives the matrix B: 

and so 

- (- 0.883 
B- -1.860 

-0.73762] 
-1.67881 , 

- -1- (-15.166 6.663] 
A-B - 16.801 -7.978 . 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Using the control matrix (4.13) in (4.9), the correction currents of the dipales can be 
calculated for electrans ha ving a non-zero position at the BPM' s. Because of the choice that 
one unity equals one ampere in this situation, the negative value resulting from (4.10) now is 
the actual correction current to be applied in amperes. A simulation has been done to test the 
correction mechanism. The beam was positioned arbitrary 0.5 mm below optical axis at the 
entrance of the dipale doublet QL5,6. This resulted in position errors at the BPM' s. The 
correction currents to be applied were calculated according to ( 4.11 ). The newly found 
positions at the BPM' s were again used for additional changes in the dipale currents. This 
loop was repeated several times. In table 4.5 the calculated results are presented. 
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Table 4.5 The results of the feedback control system to put the beam on the axis in the 
median plane, using the dipales QLs,6· The initia[ beam was positioned 0.5 mm off axis. 

Loop-number 
0 
1 
2 
3 

Is [A] 
0.0000 

-4.9283 
-4.9179 
-4.9182 

16 [A] 
0.0000 
5.2047 
5.1799 
5.1810 

XsPMI [mm] 
-0.51324 
-0.0090fi 

0.00048 
-0.00002 

XsPM2[mm] 
-0.42850 
-0.02219 

0. 00113 
-0.00005 

As in the case of the current control system of ML3,4 , this control system puts the beam back 
on the axis very fast. After 1 iteration, the beam is so close to the axis, that its position is 
within measurement accuracy of the BPM's. As expected from measurements (see chapter 3), 
the correction ability is very limited. A beam parallel to the optical axis at the entry of the 
dipole doublet QLs.6 can be translatedat maximum O.S mm. This restrietion arises from the 
limited current that can be applied to the dipoles QL5,6 (SA). 

4.5 Conclusions. 

The computer code INJECT.PAS in combination with the COSY INFINITY language code 
INJECT.FOX is able to calculate and process results in an easy way. Reai-space and phase
space grapbics can be created. 
The dispersion of the beamline is very well established. 
The ellipse-parameters can be used to change the beam in phase-space in a predetermined 
way. The simulations done with COSY INFINITY are in agreement with TRANSPORT. 

The simulations with BANBA showed that the beam is centred in the median plane using a 
feedback control system very fast. The position correction of the beam on the axis in the 
median plane is restricted by the relatively low current that can be applied to the incorporated 
dipoles of QL5,6. lt is suggested that these maximum dipole currents are increased from SA to 
SA as in the case of the quadrupole fields of QL5,6. This should increase the translation ability 
from O.S mm to 0.8 mm. The temperature-effects on the coils are then to be studied first. 
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Addendum 

1 Quadrupole fields. 

1.1 Introduction. 

The most common way a static magnetic field is calculated is by solving Laplace's 
equation directly by means of power-series substitution [20]. The series substituted 
are chosen in agreement with the symmetries involved. In the case of a quadrupele, 
the symmetry in the z-direction (optical axis) and the rotational symmetry are 
involved. The standard metbod for solving a partial differential equation from 
mathematica! point of view, however, is by separation of variables. This metbod is 
used here, as an altemative. 
In the view of this quadrupele characterisation, an analytica! theory is presented, 
descrihing the magnetic fields of non-infinitely long quadrupoles. This metbod is 
based on solutions found by separation of variables and using Fourier analysis. A 
measurement of the field gradient along the optical axis K( z) is used to determine the 
different field components. 

1.2 Scalar potential of a ntagnetic quadrupole configuration. 

The scalar potential V is given by Laplace's equation: 

.LlV=O. 

In cylindrical co-ordinates this reads 

We look for solutions ofthe form 

V=V(r,8,z)= R(r) · T(8) · Z(z). 

Using (3) in (2) this gives 

R"(r) 1 R'(r) 1 T"(8) Z"(z) 
-- +- -- +- --- + -- =0. 
R(r) r R(r) r 2 T(8) Z(z) 

First, we separate the variabie z : 

R"(r) 1 R'(r) 1 T"(8) 
--+---+----
R(r) r R(r) r 2 T(8) 

Separation of variabie e gives : 
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Z"(z) 2 = --- =L. 
Z(z) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



(6) 

In this way, three second order differential equations are found : 

Z"(z) + L2Z(z) = 0 , (7) 

T" (8) + K 2T(8) = 0 , (8) 

and finally 

r 2 R' '(r) + rR' (r)- (r 2 L2 + K 2 )R(r) = 0. (9) 

The rotationally symmetrical contiguration of a non-skew quadrupale requires that the 
following conditions holds : 

T(8 + rcj2) = - T(8 ) T(O) = 0. (10) 

These conditions determine the separation constant to be K =2 and the solution of 
T(8): 

T(8) = sin 28. (11) 

Further, the symmetry in the z=O plane requires 

Z(z) = Z( -z). (12) 

This de termines the solution of Z( z) : 

ZL (z) =AL cosLz. (13) 

With K set as above (K=2) the equation radial equation reads 

(14) 

which is identified as Bessel's modified equation. 
The solution of (14) can be found by means of power senes substitution. In 
substituting 

n=oo 

RL(r)=r"'Lcnrn, (15) 
n=O 

where s=K=2, the recurrences 

c =0 n nis odd (16) 

and 

nis even (17) 
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are found. The radial solution then reads 

In terms of Bessel functions this equals 

(19) 

So far, nothing has been said about the separation constant L. For every L , there is a 
solution of Laplace's equation: 

(20) 

The most general solution then is found by summing the solutions for every L as 
~ 

V(r,8,z)=sin28. I A(L). RL(r). ZL(z)dL (21) 

This can be written in separate components as 

(22) 

with 
~ 

c2 (z) = I A(L).cos Lz.dL (23) 

and 

(24) 

In (23) and (24) the indices of C2 and C4 are related to the power in rand are not to be 
mixed up with the coefficients of (15). 

'· 
We have constructed a Fourier based solution ; L is identified as the angular frequency 
and A(L) as the spectrum, which determines the frequencies in our problem. 

The magnetic field is found from the scalar potential as 

av 
B, = dr 

ldV 
Be = r ae 

av 
(25) Bz = dz 
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1.3 Using measurements. 

Without additional boundary conditions A(L) remains unknown and so our solution. 
However, if a measurement of the z-dependency is done, namely the gradient 
K(z)= a Bf a x, where x is the distance to the optie al ax!s and B the magnetic field, then 
the spectrum A(L) can be determined as 

1 ~ 
A(L) = -I K(z).cos Lz.dz. 

1C -~ 
(26) 

Unfortunately, our measurement~ do not stretch out infinitely ; it is restricted to an 
interval [-'12Lz , Y2Lz] , where Lz represents the measurement range. In this case the 
spectrum A(L) is given by 

~L, 

A(L) = _3._ I K(z).cos Lz.dz. 
L, v -nL, 

(27) 

Further, the measurement is a sampled signal ; the gradient K(z) is measured with a 
certain sample distance t::.z. This sample distance determines the maximum sensible 
frequency f max. where the frequency is related to the angular frequency as 

L= 27if. (28) 

lf eosine functions are plotted in the interval t::.z that fit boundary conditions, given by 
the measured values, a lot of frequencies are possible, see figure 1. 

t:::.z 

Figure 1 Frequencies in measurement interval. 

In the above figure, the indicated t::.z is the distance on the optical axes between two 
measured gradients marked with a dot. The two curves !I andfz represent two possible 
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frequencies that fit the measured points. lt is clear that frequencies even higher also 
fit, as long as the boundary conditions given by the measured points are included. 
From this it is clear that these higher frequencies do not contribute to the original 
signal in a sensible way. So the highest sensible frequency is found to be, according to 
Shannon' s theorem : 

1 
f max = 2 . .1z 

At this frequency, the number of periods nmax then is found to be 

nmax = J:i_ 
2.& 

(29) 

(30) 

Moreover, the range of frequencies has to fit the total interval Lz as well. Or, in other 
words, Lz must equal an integer times the period of the eosine with eertaio frequency 
f, so 

n 
L =

z f 

The permitted frequencies are thus found to be 

1 2 1 
/={ 0, -, -, 000000000 ,-}. 

Lz Lz 2 . .1z 

The measured discrete signal can be reconstructed with these frequencies as 

~ (21rn) (27rnz) K(z)= ~A- .cos -- . 
n=O Lz Lz 

The expression of the spectrum (26) then is replaced by 

A(L)=A(21if)=A- =- LK(k.&).co - , (2Jrn) 2 L,ll!.z {2Jrnk) 
Lz nmax k=O - nmax 

and the coefficients C2(z) and C4(z) by 

and 

( ) ( )

2 ( ) -
nmax 2Jrn 2Jrn 1 2Jrnk 

C4(z)=LA-.- -cos --. 
n=O Lz Lz 12 Lz 
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Now an examp1e is given. K(z) of a quadrupo]e was measured and is plotted in figure 
1.2. 

10,.----------r----------, 

8 

6 

2 

0 ------.... 
·· ............. ___ _ 

-al 0 al 6J 

Figure 1.2 K( z) of quadrupale QL6. 

The spectrum according to (34) is calculated and shown in figure 3. 

4~----------------, 

3 

2 
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Figure 3 Spectrum A(L) of quadrupole. 

The scalar potential of (22) cao now be described in terms of the coefficients C2(z) 
and C4(z). These functions are displayed below. 

10,.-----------r-----------, 
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Figure 4 Calculated coefficient Cl(z). 
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Figure 5 Calculated coefficient Ci z). 

Figure 4 shows the reconstruction of our measurement in good comparison. The first 
quadrupale disturbance C4(z) however is almost completely lost in noise. 

1.4 Noise reduction. 

In order to reduce the noise in the calculated coefficient C4(z), the higher frequencies 
are repressed by multiplying the calculated spectrum with a smoothing function gm. A 
closer look at the spectrum in figure 1.3 tells us that the spectrum is approximately 
zero for frequencies higher then 0.1 mm·1

. A small deviation from zero, however, is 
blown up by the square term in (36). In order to suppress these frequencies 
completely, these are set to zero by the function gm. Frequencies lower than 0.1 mm-1 

must be retained and so the function gm must equal unity in this range. In the 
frequency domain, the function gm is alogistic function chosen as 

1 
gm = 1 + e(n-15) 0 

In figure 6 the spectrum is shown together with the function gm. 
4,-------------------------------~ 

3 

E 2 
Cl 

0 

0 

·· ...... ~--
10 a> :D 4J 

frequency number n 

Figure 6 spectrum and smoothingfunction gm (solid line). 
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After the spectrum has been smoothed, C4(z) is calculated again. The new C4(z) is 
shown in figure 7. 

Q<IB 

acx:s 

Q(X)I 

Qa:l! 

'j:J' ...... 
() acm ---· .. . ... ~--· .. ---

-Qa:l! 

-Q(X)I 

-QCX:S 
-ID -4) -al 0 

Z[mm] 

Figure 7 Coefficient Ci z) aft er smoothing spectrum. 

This smoothed method acted in the frequency domain. lf the spectrum smoothing 
function gm is transformed into the real space domain, the smoothing function with its 
weight-factors cao be seen. A measurement of K(z) is then smoothed using the values 
of its neighbours with weighted factors Wi· The value of a point then is found as 

K(z)smoothed,n = L W;.K(z);-n (38) 

where (39) 

and K(z)n is the value to be smoothed. In figure 8 this smoothing function in real 
domaio is shown. -

Q15 

Q10 

Q(5 

aoo 

-Q(5 

----· .. ~ lf··-
-ID -4l -al 0 al ~ ID 

relatiw weighted point~ 

Figure 8 Smoothing function in real domain. 

From the figure we cao estimate that about 60 points are used, relevant for smoothing. 

1.5 Conclusions. 

The theory presented cao be used to calculate higher order field-components of a 
quadrupale using Fourier analysis. The example used showed the impact of noise on 
the calculated results. Noise reduction is possible by smoothing the frequency 
spectrum. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions. 

The measured characteristics of the dipoles ML1..4 and quadrupales QLu have been 
found to match the design values. Quadrupale QL4 was found to be slightly non
linear; a small octupole-contribution of 5-10-3 Gauss·mm-3 exists. The resulting effect 
from this non-linearity is small, so it does not substantially influence the lens-action of 
the quadrupole. The measured characteristics of the quadrupales QL5,6 have been 
found in agreement with the design, with the exception of the maximum field
gradients which were 15% below target value. The linearity simulation with 
POISSON of the quadrupale fields of QLs,6 was in perfect agreement with the 
measurements. Although the magnetic field-simulation of the incorporated dipoles of 
QL5,6 did not coincide with the measurement, the measured characteristics of these 
dipoles agreed with the design values. 

The computer code INJECT.PAS in combination with the COSY language code 
INJECT.FOX is able to calculate and process results in an easy way. The grapbics
interface problem of the V AX-VMS system is solved in this way. Reai-space and 
phase-space grapbics can be created. Simulations of the electrans with deviating 
energy showed that the doubly-achromatic behaviour of the beamline is very well 
established (0.1 mm deviation from optica! axis for a 1% energy-deviating particle). 
The ellipse-parameters can be used to change the beam in phase-space in a 
predete1mined way. The simulations done with COSY INFINITY are in agreement 
with TRANSPORT; the absolute deviation of the distances to the axes is within 
0.5mm. The shapes of the beam-envelopes in horizontal and vertical plane match. The 
emittance of the linac was found to be matching with the acceptance of RTME. 

The simulations with BANBA show that the beam is centred in the median plane very 
fast using the feedback control system. The position correction of the beam on the axis 
in the median plane is restricted by the relatively low current that can be applied to the 
incorporated dipoles of QLs,6- lt is suggested that these maximum dipole currents are 
increased from SA to SA as in the case of the quadrupale fields of QL5,6. This should 
increase the translation ability from 0.5 mm to 0.8 mm. 

The quadrupale theory presented in the addendum can be used to calculate higher 
order field-components of a quadrupale using Fourier analysis. The theory applied to 
Q4 showed the impact of noise on the calculated results . Noise reduction is possible 
by multiplying the frequency-spectrum with a smoothing function. 
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Appendix A. 

An example of the DA theory discussed in 2.2.1 is given [11]. The derivative of a 
function is calculated using conventional differentiation and using DA algebra. As in 
the theory, we restriet ourselves to the simplest case of DA algebra, the structure 1D 1• 

The function to be differentiated is chosen 

1 
f(x) =--

1 
. 

x+
x 

Conventional differentiation gives 
1 

-2-1 

f' (x)= (x 1 )2 . 
x+

x 

lf the value of the function and its derivative at x=2 is calculated we find 

Using DA we find 

2 
J(2)= 5. 3 

f'(2) = --. 
25 

1 1 
f([2,1]) = ---1- = ___ 1_1_ 

(2 1) +- (2,1) + (-2 ,--4) 
' (2,1) 

From this the function value and derivative at x=2 is found as 

2 3 2 
J(2) = ~ [J(2,1)] = ~ [(5. -

25
)] = 5. 

and 
2 3 3 

j'(2) = D [f(2,1)] = D [(5, -
25

)] =-
25

. 
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Technology Assessment. 

The graduation assignment has been carried out at the Nuclear Physics Techniques 
group of the Applied Physics department, at the Eindhoven University of Technology, 
cyclotron building. The application and development 9f technology is and has always 
been a major motive for the research activities. The group consists of the Analysis and 
the Accelerator Group. In the accelerator group especially the development of partiele 
accelerators is studied (e.g. the generation of radiation, electron beams etc.). The 
Analysis Group is active in the field of atomie element analysis (e.g. composition of 
materials). 
In the Accelerator Group, the LINAClO (10 MeV linear accelerator)- RTME (10-75 
Me V RaceTrack Microtron Eindhoven) combination are being built for polymer 
radiation, Free Electron Laser (FEL) study with its applications, generation of 
synchrotron radiation (used in biophysics, photo-chemistry, surface and condensed 
matter physics and molecular & atomie physics) and for offering alternative ways of 
generation of electromagnetic radiation, especially in the ultraviolet (UV) domain. 
The development of magnet-, detection-, vacuum-, and RF-technology is inherent to 
the development of accelerators. The work carried out and described in the present 
report reflects the implementation of the development and application of technology. 
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